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About This Content

What Is Minimized? This first-person shooter with gameplay in the style of the 90s. In the game you will have to wait a huge
variety of weapons and enemies, and super-fast gameplay!

OST-list:
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ALTWAVE–Shift

ALTWAVE–The Letdown

Xteem–Minimization
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Title: Minimized OST
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Crystal Box Team
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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i had a little bit hope for the game
a puzzle game, like portal (and also I wanted the V badge) but the game just doesn't really interest me. the mechanic isn't really
that fun and i was having some framrate issues.
the controls felt slippery and i felt like I didn't have good control over my character. for puzzle games lover this would be a
pretty fun game but it's just feels unplayable.
just go play portal for the 100th time. you can breed boats. Great game.. Cool game! The first part was really cool since I liked
to explore my environments and I wish there was more of it but I still enjoyed Trespass and am looking forward to episode 2.
. Animal lover is a fun and entertaining VN.
I really enjoyed the story. The guys are endearing and kind of grew on me.
The art is lovely, (I would have liked more CG)
I didn't complete all the route yet but I intend to do so.

Most definitely recommend this game.. I'm not a perfect explainer/Reviewer, but for me I'll do my best for me a long time fan
of the series)
This is good but not pretty perfect
IS REALLY RECOMMENDED FOR FANS OF THE SERIES

PROS
+The music is amazing & ok (Half are from the short movies & Anime including OST)
+The art style that is familiar to the series but amazing to see in the game from (
+Is like playing a huge episode or movie of the anime
+All the characters are great (My favorite is Jasminka, Akko, Amanda & Constanze)
+references & kinda of gags from the anime & Short movies
+Exploring Luna Nova was a charm
+Pretty Entertaining, Cute, & fun Story that is familiar from the anime which makes A fan of the series proud but .... (I wish
this could be Season 3 ... maybe next time)

The Meh
= The Gameplay is ok, is like playing arcade beat 'em up but with RPG elements
= Hmmm ... I wish the overworld was big like exploring not only Luna Nova but the town that is outside from Luna Nova
=The map is confusing to navigate sometimes
=Some bugs I encountered not game breaking but you move on it would be fine.
=Getting to the "first" save point is kinda long but not bad (is just you need an item that can make the save point "Use able")
=I wish they added the Voice actors from the English dub (in my opinion)

The Cons
-I wish they're were more description of the Side Quests
-Some parts the game in my opinion are pretty dissapointing (the only 2 Cons I can think of thus far but haven't gotten far yet)

The Graphics mostly a 2.5D mix within a 3-D Engine (mostly Pre-Render & some Pre-Drawn) but looks Amazing in the Unity
Engine tho

My End

This game is average for the most part
Is not everyone's cup of tea

but I do recommended for fans of the series
From my experience in the game I considered it fun, so my rating will be
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7.3/10 (kinda good but almost in the good side).. raspberry sound*
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One of the best WW2 games ever made. Ottoman Empire is one of my favourite faction. They indeed have different than the
other factions.. Strongly Recommend this game for people who loves 2d game and rpg!. For CDN $0.65(the price I paid), this
game is a must-buy! Provided me with a few hours of entertainment and a relatively interesting storyline. Would I have spent
more than $5-10 on it? No way, as the cutscenes in between puzzles are pretty cheesy and not very scary for what I assume they
were going for, but I really enjoyed this game for the few days it lasted me, and if you enjoy point-and-click and hidden object,
you'll enjoy it too.. WEE NEED DONDO PLOX
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